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Introduction
We see the growth of DeFi recently. There are many Yield Farming, Staking and Liquidity Mining that have
taken the space by storm, with participants earning by basically “locking" their tokens for a time. While
generally great, these concepts have one downside: impermanent loss (IL), APY is decreasing. If you are
farming/staking and the value of the underlying token changes significantly, even though you still get
rewards, the value will far less than if you simply held your tokens.
YGAME is an experimental crypto-currency issued on Binance Smart Chain using BEP-20 token standard.

YGAME means Yield Game
The YGAME smart contract applies a 10% fee on all transactions (buy/sell). Out of this, 4% is
automatically distributed to holders, without farming! This means the number of tokens in your wallet will
forever increase as people transact, and in effect, you get paid for just holding YGAME. In addition, the
YGAME smart contract also takes 6% of each transaction and automatically adds it to the liquidity pool.
The liquidity pool will continuously increase, which leads to a higher price floor of YGAME.
This is what YGAME aims to accomplish: Simply hold it in your wallet and you will get more!
YGAME is also a utility token that will be used in our ecosystem: Lottery, Lending, Charity, NFT
Marketplace, and more.
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Overview
YGAME is an autonomous yield and liquidity generation protocol that aims to directly reward its
holders whilst concurrently increasing liquidity. This is funded by a 4% tax taken from each
transaction. Consequently, the protocol has a permanently increasing price floor, with all investors
earning additional YGAME tokens just for holding.
•
•

40% Distributed proportionally across existing holders
60% Transformed into YGAME/BNB LP Tokens, and added to liquidity

With, YGAME is a new token created with the following features:

Presale (ILO – Initial Liquidity Offering) via Unicrypt
•
•
•
•

Pre-minted tokens are transferred to presale address (80%)
Dev only keep 1% (marketing purpose) and 2% (airdrop) of the total supply
16.43% of tokens are burned before presale to create a “black hole” address that get rewards from
transactions to reduce amount of token gradually
65% of raised funds are locked for 1 year in liquidity

➢ So, the YGAME Protocol is a community driven, fair launched DeFi Token.

Anti-rug pulls
Liquidity is automatically accumulated per every token transfer. Every token transfer has a liquidity fee of 6%
of the transferred token amount. The fee is added to the liquidity pool on PancakeSwap. This allows liquidity
pools to increase by every transaction, thus enabling anti-rug pulls.

In addition, our smart contract prevents to set the fees more than 10%, and max transaction percent is
always above 1%. So, there is no need to renounce ownership smart contract. We keep control of smart
contract to work with exchanges so that we can exclude their wallets from the fee if necessary, this is also
convenient to work with next products in our ecosystem.

In-wallet passive income
Every transaction has 10% of the transferred token amount. 4% of the fee is redistributed to all token holders
automatically if the users hold YGAME. This means users’ token balances grow gradually over time, thus
earning passive income in their wallet over time.

Reflection
YGAME resides within a class of token that rewards investors just for holding, the number of rewards
received increases over time the longer an investor holds for. Holders are also rewarded for the success of
YGAME with higher transaction volumes leading to increased fees, and rewards for distribution. We believe
this mechanism provides investors with an active stake in YGAME success!
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Token burn
Before presale, 16.43% of the total supply of YGAME was sent to the “black hole” address, permanently
reducing the supply. Black hole Address: 0x000000000000000000000000000000000000dEaD
As the black hole address is classified as a YGAME holder it also receives a share of each transaction fee.
Each share is burned leading to a persistently reducing circulating supply of YGAME.

Liquidity Pool
YGAME is launched with 65% presale value will be added to liquidity and lock for 1 year.
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Safer and better than similar ones
Even if this is a fork from SafeMoon, but we improve
it to have a better and safer smart contract. So, we
do not need to renounce ownership or call to
TimeLock function, so we can go further with our
next products.
•

Max transaction percent is always above 1%

We can prevent whale but also never limit
transactions of normal users. It is dangerous if this
value is set to zero or an exceedingly small number,
people can hardly transfer tokens.
•

Transaction fee is never above 10%

In some scam projects, the team can set this value
to an extremely high number so they “lock”
transactions of users in the rug pull.
•

Make sure newly created LP tokens are locked

In similar projects, the recipient of the newly created
LP tokens is the owner of the contract. The newly
created LP tokens are unlocked.
Smart contract of YGAME token changes the recipient of the newly created LP tokens to the contract,
make sure that the LP tokens are locked.

➢ Full audit report by Solidity Finance: https://solidity.finance/audits/YGAME/
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Our ecosystem
Besides holding YGAME to get rewards, YGAME is also being used as the utility token for products
in our ecosystem below.

Lottery
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

There are many rounds and will be launch weekly.
In each round, the player deposits $1 (or more if he wants to have more chance of winning) value of
YGAME token to participate. They can configure to make this happen weekly automatically.
Prize pool of a round is the total amount of token people deposited in that round.
We have an incentive mechanism for players (also holders) to get more chances to win by holding
YGAME token. The more YGAME token that players hold in the round, the more chance to win.
At the end of the round, winners are selected by a provable random number generator, the winning
selector mechanism gets the deposited amount of player and number of tokens he holds in the round
to determine the odds of winning.
Small portion of the prize will be burned, and another portion will transfer to charity funds.
More details will be published later. We cannot expose more at this time.

Charity projects
•
•
•

As other businesses and companies, we would like to be responsible with the community by
supporting unlucky people via charity projects
A portion of profits from our products to contribute to charity platforms
Raising funds to participate in charity

Lending
•
•
•

This is a special product that will be used by lenders to earn passive income via lending or staking
stable coins.
We will negotiate and work with good partners to have the best interest (up to 30% per year)
We could apply “auto compound” if DeFi is more mature in 2022 on Binance Smart Chain.

More projects
•
•

In 2022: NFT Marketplace, and more.
Basically, YGAME will be used in these products and burn to decrease supply.
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Presale and Token Distribution
•
•
•
•

Total supply: 1,000,000
Token symbol: YGAME
Token type: BEP-20
Token contract address: 0x00e7c1BEDFf7Cc0815FB51A129a5893FEC604262

•
•
•
•
•
•

Presale: 222,932.59 (22.29%)
Presale & Lock fee: 4,118.16 (0.41%)
Liquidity: 99,608.51 (9.96%)
Dev (Marketing purpose): 10,000 (1%) – Lock for 3 months before presale
Airdrop: 20,000 (2%) – Lock for 2 months before presale
Burn: 643,340.75 (64.33%)
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Roadmap
Q2 2021
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Market research
Idea and plan
Build and test smart contract
Launch website
Audit smart contract
Launch Presale
Dex listing on PancakeSwap (V2)
Marketing and community boost

Q3 2021
•
•
•
•
•

CoinGecko Listing
CoinMarketCap Listing
List on CEX: Whitebit, Bitmart,…
Lottery app development (smart contract & website, testing on testnet, beta version)
Airdrop

Q4 2021
•
•
•

Launch Lottery app
Plan and launch charity projects
Plan and work with partners for next product: Lending app

Q1 2022
•

Launch Lending app

Q2-Q4 2022
•

More projects: NFT Marketplace...

Connect with us
Website: https://www.ygame.finance
Telegram: https://t.me/YGAME_Official
Twitter: https://twitter.com/YGAME_Finance
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